
DSCSA requires all healthcare companies—from

manufacturers and wholesalers to hospitals and retail

pharmacies—to implement fully interoperable data

exchange by November 27, 2023. How can you achieve

compliance before the deadline without the need for prohibitively expensive point-to-

point integrations? By digitalizing your end-to-end supply chain on the TraceLink Opus

Digital Network Platform.

Watch our on-demand webinar, “DSCSA 2023 Compliance on the TraceLink Opus

Platform,” to get a complete tour of TraceLink Opus, including a firsthand look at its

newly revamped and easy-to-navigate user interface, and see how Opus interfaces and

workflows can be tailored to meet the needs of health systems and retail pharmacies.

Why should you watch now?
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Learn about key DSCSA use cases related to establishing connectivity with

suppliers and receiving serialized T2 information, including use cases for direct

purchases, repackaged product, and drop shipments.

 

Discover how routine tasks such as search and retrieval of serialized T2s and

viewing summary information through activity dashboards are easily performed

within our newly updated U.S. compliance solution.

 

See how we’ve updated and simplified the user interface of Serialized Operations

Manager, a comprehensive Opus-based operational repository for key inventory

use cases, including serialized receiving, decommissioning, and retrieving serial

number status, lot numbers, and expiration dates.

 

Learn how TraceLink Opus Solution Designer supports tailoring solutions, including

customizations to the user interface, data model, workflows, and roles.

Leverage your DSCSA 2023 compliance investments to digitalize and increase the

efficiency of your supply chain. Fill out the form on this page to watch the webinar now. 
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Watch our DSCSA compliance webinar!

Fill out the form to watch the webinar now.
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